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About This Game

From the producer of the original Devil May Cry® and Resident Evil® 4 comes the next installment in the hugely successful
stylized action series that has so far achieved global sales of nearly seven million units.

Devil May Cry® 4 immerses gamers in a gothic supernatural world, where a new protagonist clashes with a familiar hero. As
the new leading man, Nero, players will unleash incredible attacks and non-stop combos using a unique new gameplay

mechanic, his powerful "Devil Bringer" arm.

With the advanced graphical capabilities of the PC, high definition visuals and intricate detail come to life as players explore
new and exotic locales. Dynamic action and undeniable style combine with explosive fighting options and a gripping story to

produce the incomparable experience that only a Devil May Cry game can deliver.

Exclusive PC Features

Turbo mode will turn-up the action to insane speeds

"Legendary Dark Knight Mode" will harness advanced PC processing power and fill the screen with an unbelievable
number of enemies for extra difficulty

Familiar enemies from the console versions will show-up in new locations

High resolution screen settings allow the cut scenes of the game to run at up to 120 frames per second (up from 60
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frames per second)

Benchmark Testing lets users test PC performance to run DMC4 through a series of intense boss fights

PC Settings allow you to customize graphic resolutions, texture sizes, and a frame rate in accordance with your PC

Compatible with Games for Windows, DirectX 9 and DirectX 10.

Key Game Features

Blend of familiar and new: newcomer Nero clashes with veteran Dante

New characters and environments

Signature blend of guns and swordplay

Deep combo system rewards stylish dispatching of enemies

Unique "Devil Bringer" arm opens up a range of combo options

Distinct set of weaponry and moves for Nero and Dante

Exceed System allows Nero to charge up his sword with a throttle effect, revving up to three levels with powerful attack
options

New active style change system for Dante allows him to switch styles and weapons on the fly, producing crazy combo
possibilities
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Title: Devil May Cry 4
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2008

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2

Processor: Intel 4 Pentium processor or better

Memory: 512 MB

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6600 series or better

Hard Drive: 8GB of free space

English
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CRAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAZY. kind of annoying you can't buy the special edition as an upgrade to the main game....
basically means you have to buy it twice to get all the content..... Excellent game with a sky high ceiling for skill and a very deep
combat system. The music is bad and there is a lot of backtracking but this is definitely a must play. Looks great and runs on a
potato too.. I played this on console when it came out, had a few hundred hours on it.

I strongly recommend this game, it's an incredible action adventure from start to finish, with a combat system second to none.

It does have a downside, it has a very tedious story mode over the other DMC games, and involves way too much backtracking,
covering the same ground, reusage of assests, etc....

Still great regardless of this.

(DMC 3 SE is still my favorite. >.> ). This game can run on virtually anything. Had so much fun after buying the vanilla version.
Kinda sorta like :/ for the Special edition of the game since I only want it for Vergil. Anyways the game is fine but now with the
SE out, just get that one. You dont need to get this one anymore unless you are a die hard. But the optimization is much better
on this game than the SE. Kinda weird if you ask me.

Thank you for no Denuvo!. they released another version of this game with more features and the same price, but you have to re-
buy the entire game to access any of it. THE TIME HAS COME AND SO HAVE I.
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I own this game on several machines using CD-ROM, DVD-ROM and now Steam Digital. Have to say, it keeps me very
entertained when I am in the mood for a passionate killing spree session. Never fails to disappoint.

The CapCom developer franchise consistently puts out top notch games of this ilk. First don't be fooled by the play time, I
played this game a lot before I got it on steam borrowed DMC4 on ps3 or w/e and I did beat it more than once back then. Also
this is a must have game!

Pros:
  -Great Epic story LOVED IT
  -Epic new char Nero enjoyed playing as him
  -Great combos with both Nero and Dante
  -The difficulty, not 2 hard but hard enough to give everyone a challenge on their first playthrough no matter how good of a
DMC player they are
  -Soundtrack is amazing
  -Graphics are godlike (this game came out in 2008 or so and for that time its unreal)
  -Cinematics are soooo epic words can't describe it
  -The story again :D

Cons:
  -Nero could have used a weapon more or even 2 you know like Dante always gets em and stuff
  -Would be epic if this game had achievements but I won't make it affect the love I have for this game
  -Erm the story is toooo good? xD I guess the only con is that Nero doesn't get a new weapons like Dante does but the arm
makes up for it in this game(Still hoping that one day we will get a Devil May Cry 5)

Conclusion:
  -Loved the game if you love any other DMC games or any other hack 'n slash game you have to play this
Rating: SSS/10. Pros:
- Good graphics and rewarding cutscenes
- 2 playable characters with their own unique movesets
- Satisfying and rewarding combat system
- Fun and challenging boss fights

Cons:
- Lackluster story
- No waypoints to tell you where to go
- A lot of backtracking
- Upgrades and items are too expensive. Amazing game. With DMC 5 due out soon, now is the perfect time to Get Motivated!
Although the combat system lacks the skill ceiling of DMC 3, and despite the aboslutely stupid amount of
backrtracking/replaying as Dante you have to do, there's still enough trademark CUHRAYZEE to make it worth your while.
Runs smoother than the finest silk even on a toaster: a miracle of modern optimization.. I have played each Devil May Cry's that
are out from the first one to the newist one (DMC Devil May Cry). I have so far ejoyed the storys of each one however, with
DMC 4 storyline being completely different i think they really couldn't do a insain job on making me want to keep on playing
it.The graphics from DMC 3 to this one have changed greatly as well as the new enemys, gameplay i would personaly say is alot
harder than usual due to the fact that there are so many different enemys. Overall i would rate this game 4.5/5, my reason being
i would have prefered the lateist one to come out before this one since it explains a lot about DMC3.. EDIT: Just get the Special
Edition.

DMC 4 did not hit the target that it's predecessors set. But it is still DMC, and it still allowed for a few hours of intense demon
slaying action.. Not sure where the hate is coming from but this is definitely a solid DMC game. I'd say that playing as Nero
brings something fresh to the table.. This game is great. Good characters and good story. Very good game-play. demanding boss
and the subordinate characters are well prepared. a lot of game-play modes and a long game.
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